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Hitoshi Tsunoda 
The nucleon-nucleon (NN) lnteraction in nuclear medium is one of the central problem 
of the hadron physicsぅ andalso plays an important 1'ole for the study of the nuclear 
reactions. Numerous experimental and theoretical s.tudies have been made to explain 
the behaviour of the NN interaction in nuclear medium， which generally differs from one 
in free space. Especially， the direct nuclear reaction is desirable because the nucleons 
concerning to the reaction 紅 esmall in number. However， for the nuclear reaction study， 
the distortion e:ftects due to the nuclear medium makes it di伍cultto observe the NN 
interaction. 
The nucleon knockout reactions， such as (p， pn) or (p， 2p) reactioIls， have several ad-
vantages for the study of th.e NN Interaction in the nuclear rnedium; (1) The simple 
rnechanisrn of this reaction permit us to treat. itas a direct process， especiaIly in the 
mediurn energy region. (2) As for the incoming and outgoing particles， we need not to 
concern the complex ones and it rnakes our discussions simple. (3) When we consider the 
reaction as a direct procesうwecan specify the energies and ll10menta of a1 the nucleons 
involved in the knockout 1・eaction.Hence we can free from averaging the effect of the 
nuclear mediurn and it allows to evaluate the density dependence of the NN interaction 
on the strict kinernatical conditions. 
In addition to these advantages， the (pぅ2p)reaction has also the experimental advan-
tages compared with other reactions; (1) By using the high intensity and high resolution 
proton beamぅthestatistical errors due to the normali.zation of the incident beam is re-
duced. (2) Various kinematical conditions of the nucleons in the knockout reaction are 
easily realized by choosing the energies， momenta and scattering angles of the outgoing 
protons. 
In this paperぅwefocus on the (p，2p) l'eaction as a probe of the NN interaction in nu-
clear medium. Our、theoreticalstudy is based on the distorted wave irnpulse approximation 
(DWIA). We will c1early show that the (pぅ.2p)reaction provides us a direct information 
• 
r 
of the NN interaction in nuclear medium by studying the readion mechanism and the 
dependencies of the reacbon observables on it. 
Furthermore， because pions will play a signi五cantrole for the study of nuclear reactions 
in medium energy regionうweshould investigate its behaviour in nuclear medium. Recentlyう
several attempts have been made to observe the atomic state of a bound piQn in heavy 
nucleiう so-calledthe deeply bound pionic atomぅusingthe direct nuclear reaction. The 
deeply bound pionic atom is desirable for the study of the pion-nucleus interaction because 
of七hesmall radii of its atomic orbit. 
Making use of our theoretical analysis of the knockout reaction， we look into the deeply 
bound pionic atom through the (pぅ2p)reaction. We evaluate the produdion cross section 
of the deeply bound pionic atom through the (pぅ2p)reaction and investigate its effect 
revealing in the observables of the reaction. 
This paper is organized as follows; In Chapter 1， we show the theoretical analysis 
for the effects of the various corrections in the reaction mechanism by calculating the 
reaction observables. The energy dependence of the corrections are also discussed. The 
relationship between the NN interaction and the observables of the (p， 2p) reac七ioIlare
investigated in Chapter n. Chapter II cOl1tains our theoretical study for the deeply bound 
pionic atom through the (p， 2p)回 action.
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Theoretical Study of (pヲ2p)Reaction 
and Deeply Bound Pionic Atom 
Hitoshi Tsunoda 
The nucleon-nucleon (NN) interadion in nudear medium is one of the centra1 problem 
of the hadron physics， and a1so p1ays an important ro1e for the study of the nuclear 
reactiollS. N umerous: experimenta1 and theoretica1 studies have been made to exp1ain the 
behaviour of the NN interaction in nuclear mediumうwhichgenerally differs from one in 
free space. Especial1y， the quasiωfree nuclear reaction is desirab1e hecause the nucleons 
concerning to the reaction are small in number. Howeverラforthe nuclear reaction study， 
the distortion effects due tG the nuc1ear medium makes it di缶cultto observe the NN 
iI1七eraction.
The nuc1eon knockout reaction， such as (p， pn) orゅう2p)reactionsぅhavesevera1 ad-
vantages for the study of the NN in'teraction in the nu.clear medium; (1) The simple 
mechanism of this reaction permit us to trea七itas a dired processう especiallyinもhe
rnediu.m energy region. (2) As for the in-coming and out-going particlesぅweneed not to 
concern the CGmpound nuclei and it makes our discussions simp1e. (3) "¥iVhen we consider 
the reaction as a direct processうwecan specify the energies and rnomenta of al the nucle-
ons involved in the knockout reaction. Hence we can free from averaging the effect of the 
nuclear medium and it allowsもoeva1uate the density dependence of the NN Interaction 
on the strict kinematica1 conditions. 
In addition七othese advantages， the (p， 2p) readion have a1so the experimenta1 advan-
tages compared with other reactions; (1) By using the high intensity and high reso1ution 
proton beamぅthestatistica1 errors du.e to the normalization of七heincid'en七beamis re 
duced. (2) Various kinematica1 conditions o{ the nucleons in the knockout reaction is 
easily realized by choosiug the eneIgies， momenta and 8cattering angles of the out going 
protons‘ 
In this paper 1 We focus on the (p， 2p) reaction as a probe of the NN interadion in nu~ 
clear medium. Our tneoretical study 1s based on the distorted wave impulse approximation 
(DWIA). We will c1early show that the (pぅ2p)reaction provides us a direct information 
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of the NN interaction in nuclear medium by studying the reaction mechanism and the 
dependencies of the reaction observables on it. 
Furthermore， because pions will play a significant role for the study of nuclear reactions 
in medium energy region， we should investigate its behaviour in nuclear medium. Recently， 
several attempts have been made to observe the atomic state of a bound pion in heavy 
nuclei， so-called the deeply bound pionic atom， using the quasi-free nuclear reaction. The 
deeply bound pionic atom is desirable for the study of the pion-nucleus interaction because 
of the small radii of its atomic orbit. 
Making use of our theoretical analysis of the knockout reaction， we look into the deeply 
bound pionic atom through the (p， 2p) reaction. We evaluate the production cross section 
of the deeply bound pi山on肌&抗もωomthrough 七he(p， 2p) reaction and invesもigateits effect 
revealing in the observables of the reaction. 
This paper is organized as follows; In Chap. 1うweshow the theoretical analysis for the 
effects of the various corrections in the reaction mechanism by calculating the reaction 
observables. The energy dependence of the corrections are also discussed. The relationship 
betweenもheNN interaction and the observables of the (p， 2p) reaction are investigated 
in Chap. I. Chapter II contains our theoretical study for the deeply bound pionic atom 
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Various Effects on the Nonrelativistic DWIA 
for (p，2p) Reactions 
Abstract 
We study various effects on both the analyzing powers and the cross sections for the 
(pぅ2p)reactions. Numerical calculations wiもhthe nonrelativistic distorted wave impulse 
approximation are carried out for the cross sections and the analyzing powers for the 
40Cα(あ2p)39f{ reaction at 101.3， 200 and 300 MeV using the effective nucleon-nucleon 
interacもion. We take into account both the effect of the spin-orbit interaction for the 
distorted waves and the off-shell effect of the proton-pro七onscattering. It is found that 
the data for 101.3 and 200MeV are in good agreeme凶 withour calculations. However， 
in the case of 300Me Vうsigni五cantdiscrepancies between the experimental results and the 
calculated ones have been shown. We study the sensitivity to the choices of distortion 
parameters of the optical potentials. Also， forthe first time we examine nonlocality effects 
for both the distorted wave functions and the bound staもeones. Finally we study the 
effects of rela七ivisticcorrections inもhedistorted wave functions and factorization correc-
tions. The incidenもenergydependence of the various correc七ionsto the cross section and 
the analyzing power wωfoundもobe not so large. Although the inclusion of the various 
corrections has some effects upon the NR-DWIA calculationsうitdoes noもsigni五cantly
affect the quality of t.he agreement with the data of 300MeV. 
f 
81 . Introduction 
The (pヲ2p)reacti01ρ、J3)has played a fundamental role in studying our present picture 
of nuclear structure. It has provided quite direct information about single-particle proper-
ties such as single nucleQn separatioll energiesぅwavefunctions， and spectroscopic factors. 
In recent years，. interest has been renewed in the山 dyof the (pぅ2p)reactions both by the 
start of experimental studiee)""6) using a pola，rized proton beam and by great progress in 
the theoretical studies 7)"10) of七heeffective N-N interaction.. Theoretical analysesll)"-'12) 
of the {pぅ2p)reactions have usually been made using the nonrelativistic distorted wa，ve 
impulse approximation(NR-DWIA)うincludingboth the effect of the spin-orbit interaction 
forもhedistorted waves and the off-shdl effect in the proton-proton t-matrix elements. 
Recently， NR-DWIA calculations12)"-'15) have been used successfully in the analysis 
of the cross sections and the analyzing powers of the (pヲ2p)reactions on 1p and 2s-1d 
shel1 nuclei. Data for 七he 400 α ( 民2p )39 J{ and 160( 民2p)15 N reactions at 76.1 う 101.3 a;剖組n
200MeV， and for the 120(民2p)11 B readion at 84. OMe V are in good agreemen七withthe 
NR-DWIA calculations. It has been shown that the calculated individual contributions15) 
of the central， spin-orbit and tensor parts in the ef，εctive N-N interaction to the cross 
sections and the analyzing powers strongly depend onもheincident proもonenergies. Fairly 
consistent values of the spectroscopic factors have been ob七ained. The facもorization
approximation13)，l4;) is found to be valid even at energies as low as about 80MeV. 
Howeverぅinthe cases ofもhe400α(民2p)39 J{ reaction 3)，16) at 300Me V and the 
4He(あ2p)3H reaction川"-'17)at 250Me V， signi五cantdiscrepancies betweenもheexperimen-
七alresults andもhecalculated ones have been reported. Thereforeヲquesもionsha ve been 
raised about the applicability of the usual NR-DWIA for the (p，2p) reaction at higher 
incident energies. 1七i-sof g;reat importance to con五r1ヨwhethぞrwe can reproduce the 
data for the (p， 2p) reaction at 300MeV by taking into accounもaddi七ionaleffects such as 
nonlocality and relativlstic eifecもs.
In the present paperうforもhe五rsttime we attempt七ostudy the incident energy de-
pendence of the variotls ，effects on both the. analyzing powers ancl the. cross sections for 
もhe(p，2p) reaction. Numerical calculations are carried out for the analyzing powers and 
， 
the cross sections for the 1d3j2 and 1dsj2 states for the 40Cα(民2p)39 J{ reactions at 101.1ぅ
200 and 300Me V. The cross section and the analyzing power are calculated in the NR-
DWIA using the effective N-N interaction of Love-Franey(L-F).7)，8) We take into account 
both the effect of the spin-orbit interaction for the distorted waves and the off-shell effect 
of the proton-proton scattering. Furthermore， we study the sensitivity七othe choices of 
distortion parameters of the optical potentials. Alsoぅweexamine nonlocality effects for 
both the distorted wave functions and the bound state ones. Finally we study relativistic 
corrections in the distorted wave functions and factorization corrections. 
In 32， we give briefly the expressions for the transition matrix element used in the 
present analyses. The numerical results with various effects on the NR-DWIA and some 
discussions are given in 3. The last section is devoted to a summary and conclusion of 
this paper. 
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32 . Transition matrix element 
The も叩








TIJm(μ;μ;:μαμb) エ(叫);4417dlK3;σαμb)A ， - σασuσb 
dTXU:(hacr)x;;J;(hbcr)xiヰ(丸A，αr)争加 (r). (2) 
The distorted wave functions x~~L (kαs， r)are generated by maki時 useof the optical 
potentials including both central and spin-orbit potentials. The relative coordinate vector 
and the required conjugate momentum in the c.m. system between particles αand s紅 e
r and五k臼βぅrespectively.The factor ( Tab ) A in Eq. (2) is the a凶 symmetrizedα-bt matrix 
elern倒 withthe Initial momentum k~~~ and t}吋 rlalomkii)whereアムbis theα b tran出 on
operator. The fractional parentage coe伍cientforもhedecomposition for A→ b + C is ()IJ 
and ηA denotes the number of nucleons in the nucleus A. The normalized relative wave 
function for the bound state of b + C in the target nucleus A is争IJm(r) with the quantum 
number ljm where the orbital組 gularmomentum (projection) of a particle b isl( m) and 
its total angular momentum (projection) is j(μ). The spin (projection) quantum numbers 
of the partic1e b and the nuclei C and A ate以内)， lc(Mc) and JA(MA)う respectively. 
The isospin (projection) quaritum numbers of the partide b and七henuclei C and A are 
tb(内)，Tc(Nc) and TA(NA)， respedively. The九boperator is expressed in the form of a 
two-nucleon potential with the central， spin-orbit andもensorparts， 
日=工(TgT+ T1ST L . S +イTSab)PS pT ， 
S，T 
(3) 
where the relative orbital angular momentum and the total spin operators in two~nucleon 
sy.stem are L and Sぅrespectively.HereぅSαband PS(pT) are the usual tensor operator and 
the projedion operator ofもhespin S (isospin T) stateぅrespedively.，The radial parts 7)，8) 
〆TfT(k = 0ぅ101'2)of九bare taken to be sums of the Yukawa forms with differer 
ナtT= L: Vk~~T t k， ~ ( 1')， (4) 
~ 
where the interaction s七rengthsV/~T are complex and depend on the incident energy. We 
adopt the parameters of the effective N-N interaction of LF which is determined so as to 
五tthe experimental data of the nucleon-nucleon scattering. The expressions for the cross 
section and the analyzing power have been given in our previous paper.12) 
83 . Results and discussion 
In this sectIon we calcu1ate the ana1yzing powers and the cross sections for the 
剖Cα(民2p)39 f{ reaction at the proton incident energies of 101.3Me Vl3) (ld3/2 proton ho1e 
stateぅ。日_:570 and Ob = 230 angle paむiιk1r吟、
0孔日ニ 3初00 and Bb = 620 ang1e pair) and 300MeV18) (ld3/2 and 1d5/2 proton ho1e stat問、
仇-:-300 and Bbニ 550 ang1e pair) in the coplanar geometry wi七hscat tering ang1es of B a
and Bb of two outgoing protons. Butぅexperimenta1ana1yzing power data at Ep=101.3MeV 
are lacking here. The experimental data at Epニ101.3MeVin Figs.1(a)ヲ2(a) and 3( a) are 
represented as a function of the kineもicenergy (E1) of one of the五nalstate protons， while 
the data at Ep=200 and 300MeV in Figs.1 rv 3 are shown as a function of the di:ference 
(EI -E2) between the kinetic energies of the two outgoing protons. 
The radia1 wave func七ionsof七hebound state for a proton in the target nucleus 40Cα 
are solved by making use of the potentia1 parameters19) for the Woods-Saxon shape which 
are derived from the real part of the optica1 potentia1 determined so as to fit七heelastic 
scattering data and the binding energy of the pa.rticular single particle state. The proton 
separation energies for the ld3/2 and 1d5/2 states in 40Cαare 8.5 and 15.2MeV， respectively. 
The potential pararneters of the str印刷h(cenもralparも)Ve， the radius 7"'0， the diffuseness 
αぅ andthe strength (spin-orbit part) V:日 forthe 1d3/2 state are taken to be 53.1MeV， 
1.3frnヲO.6fmand 12.0MeV， respectively， and for the ld5/2 state 52.8MeV， 1.3frn， O.6frn 
and 12.0MeV， respedively. 
The pararneters ofもheproもonoptical potentials for 40Cαare construded by the ini_er-
po1ation and extrapolation rnethods using the pararneters of Refs.20) rv 22) for both the 
initial and final states in the reactions at Epニ 101.3and 200MeV (potential pararnet町
set A)ーThe品 mepote凶 alpararneters as (A) are take且 exceptfor adopti時 thedou ble 
Woods-Saxon (DWS) potentiaF3) (the potential of the wine-bottle shape) only for the 
initial state in the reaction at Ep= 300MeV (potential pararneter set B). In the follow-
ing subsections1 the calculated results without conections using the potential pararneter 
sets (A) or (B) are shown by the solid lines in al五gures.The spectros'Copic factors are 
extracted. from normal1zation of the calculations (solid 1ines) to the expe出nentalcross 
sections， while the other curves are relative to the solid ones. 
We study the sensitivity to the choices of distortion parameters of the optical poten-
tials. Alsoぅweexamine the effeds of nonlocality corrections for both the distorted wave 
functions and the bound state ones. Finally we study the effects of relativistic corrections 
in the distorted wave functiQns and factorization uorrections. 
3.1 The distortion pαTαmeters of the opticαl potentiαls 
The sensitivity to the choices of distortion parameters of the proton optical po七entials
in the initial and五nalstates is examined with the following parameter sets of the optical 
potential. 
(A1) and (A2). Only the absolute magnitudes of the streng七h8of the central potentials 
(the spin-orbit potentia1s) in七heparameter set (A) are increased by 10 '%， denoted 
by the parameter set Al(A2). 
(B1) and (B2). 0叫ythe absolute magnitudes of the stre時thsof the cerrtral potentials 
(spin-orbit potentials) in the parameter set (B) are increased by 10 %、 denotedby 
the parameter set B1(B2). 
In Figs.1(a) rv (e)， we show the experimental data a此 thecalculated results of the 
tfdsS section and analyzing power using the above opもicalpotentials. 
The calcula七edsolid curves for the CIOSS sections and analyzing powers in Figs.1 (a) rv 
(c) are in reasonably good agreement with the data. The calculated result for the cross 
section in Fig.1 (a) at Ep= 101.3Me V issimilar toもheone by Samanta et aL同 Onthe other 
handうwhencompared with calculations by Antonuk et al}) the great improvements for 
the analyzing powers are evide凶 inFigs.l(b) and (c) at Ep= 200MeV. How，ever， signi五cant
discrepancies between the experimental data and the calculated curves are found for both 
ロosssections and analyzing powers in the case of 300MeV in Figs.1(d) and (e). The 
spectroscopic factors fDr the solid curves for吐1e1d3/2 state in Figs.1 (a)， (b) and {d)紅 e
obtained tD be 3.8ヲ 3.0and 1.88， respectively. These values for the incident energies of 
101.3 and 200MeV are consistent with the ones of Ref.12) but the values fol' 300MeV are 
small compared with the ongs for 101.3 and 2QOMeV. 
The' increases of the strengths' ofthe centra1 parts in the optica1 potentia1 parameters 
(Al) in the ca1cu1ations at Ep"': 101.3 and 200MeV and in (Bl) at Ep= 300MeV give rise 
to considerable reduction in the cross sections (dashed curves) in Figs.1(a) rv (e) and a1so 
we can see alarge change in the anal:yzing power at Ep= 101.3MeV in Fig.1(a). The effects 
of the increases of the strength of the spin-orbit parts in the optica1 potential parameters 
(A2) in the ca1culations at Ep= 101.3 and 200MeV and in (B2) at Ep= 300MeV are small 
for both cross sections and ana1yzi時 powers(dotted-dashed curves) except for the cross 
section at， Ep，= 300Me V in Fig.1 ( d).A1so， we show吐lecalculated resul:ts (do七tedcurves) 
with the parameter (A) of the optica1 potentia1 in Figs.1(d) <"v (e) 
3.2 N onlocaliiyεffect 
In this subsection， we study corredions24)，25) for the nonlocality of the optica1 poten-
tia1s which 1ead to the well-known dumping of the distorted wave functions in nuclear 
in七eriorregion. We take account of the non1ocality effects in the 10ca1 energy approxima:-
tion by introducing a dumping fadoT with the range of non10cality of s= 0.85fm for each 
distorted wave. 
In Figs.2(a) <"v (e)うweshow the ca1culated dashed curves wi出七henonlocality effect 
for the crOS$ sections and the ana1yzing powers. We see that七heeffects of the non1ocality 
effect of the optica1 potentialsもothe analyzing poWers are generally very small but they 
decrease considerab1y the magnitudes of the cross sections without changing their shape. 
A1so， we stucly corrections25)，26) fo:r、 thenon1ocaliもyeffects ofもheproもonbound state 
wave funcもions.We adopt a dumping factor for the bound staもewave function with七he
range of non10cality of s= 0.85fm. We see that the effects of the nonlocality (dotted 
dashed curves) of the bound state wave fundions to the analyzing powers aTe generally 
very small in Figs.2(a) <"V (e). But they increase signi:ficantly the mag出 udeof the cross 
sec七ionswithouもchangingtheir shape because the renorma1ized bound state wave funcもion
a"t the nuclear surface region becomes latgerもhanthat without non1oca1ity correction. 
3.3 Relαt士山sticcorreciion 
A number of st'u.dies27)""29) have shown that a very successfu1 phenomenological de-
f 
scription of nucleon-nucleus elastic scattering can be developed using the Dirac equation 
by assuming Lorentz scalar and vector in同ractionsbetween the projectile and the targe七
nucleus. In this subsection， forthe五rsttimeぅcalculationsincluding relativistic correction 
are performed using interior dumping fadors in generating proton distorted waves. Hereう
the distorted wave fundions are multiplied by the dumping factor29) exp( -m Vso (r) /ポ)
where the nucleon mass is m and the spir日 rbitpart of七heoptical pote凶 alis Vso(r). The 
resl山sof calculations including this corredion are shown as the dotted lines in Figs.2(a) 
rv (e). The effects upon the cross sections are considerably large and decrease the magni-
tudes of the cross sections. On the contrary the e圧'ectson the analyzing power are very 
small. 
3.4 FIαctorizαtion correctioη 
An essential feature of almost al calculations of the (pぅ2p)reactions is the assumption 
that the matrix element inもheNR-DWIA can be wriもenin the factorized form given by 
Eq.(2). The argument used to justify it in七heNR-DWIA is that the two-body interaction 
is of su伍cientlyshort-range andもhatthe distorted wave funcもionsdo not change largely 
over the range which contribuもessigni五cantlyto七hema.trix element. Neverthelessう an
improved approximation30)，31) can be obtained using the local energy approximation a.s it
is applied to give a finite-range correction to transfer reacもions.Such an approach31) wa.s 
formulated some time ago in the framework of the di-proton model of the (p， 2p) reaction 
which lead to the dumping of the distorted wave functions in nuclear interior region. We 
take account of these effeds in the following form given by J ackson: 
Ao 二 exp(mR~{均j(r) -Vpi(r) -U(r)} /41i2) ， (5) 
where VBj is the optical potential for the di-pro七on，Vpi is the optical potential for the 
incident protonうandU isthe real bound state poten七ialof a proton in the target nucleus. 
The quantity Ro= 1.5fm is the range of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. Here， we assume 
1均均匂fバ(rけ)何 Vo(什川Tけ)+只(川Tけ)wh 
protons in the final山 te，respectively. In Figs.3(a) rv (e)， we show the calculated cross 
sections and the analyzing powers (dashed lines) using the same values of the spectroscopic 
factors with those of the solid curve (without correction) in each五gure
.-
We see that the effects of the factorization on the analyzing powers are very small 
but they increase the magnitudes of the cross sec七ionswithout changing their shape in 
agreement with the results by Jackson.31) Also， we show the calculated results including 
al corrections (no叫ocality+ relativistic + factorization corrections) by the dotted lines 
-84 . Summary and conclusion 
In the present paper we calculated the analyzing powers and the cross sections for 
the 1d3/2 and 1ds/2 states forもhe40Cα(p.ヲ2p)39]{reaction at 101.3， 200 and 300MeV. The 
calculations are made in the NR-DWIA usingもheLove-Franey interaction. We take into 
account both the effect of the spin-orbit interaction for the distorted waves and the of-
shell effect of the proton-proton scattering. The calculated results are in good agreement 
with the experimental data of Ep二 101.3and 200MeV. Howeverヲもhedisagreements are 
shown between the calculated results and the experimental data of Ep= 300Me V. In 
orderもoimprove the present calculations， we examined the sensitivity to the choices of 
the distortion parameters of the optical pote凶ialsboth with the Woods-Saxon shape and 
the wine-bottle one， nonlocality corrections for both the distorted wave functions and the 
bound sta七eones. Alsoぅwestudied relativistic corrections in the distorted wave functions 
and fac七orizationcorrections. The incident energy dependence of the various corrections 
to the cross section and the analyzing power was found to be not so large. Although the 
inclusion of non-localiもyeffectsうrelativisticcorrecもionsand factorization corrections has 
some effects upon the NR-DWIA calculations， it does not significantly affect the quality 
of the agreement with the data of 300Me V. The disagreements stil remain between the 
calculated curves and the experimental data of Ep二 300MeV. Especially， the calculations 
and the experiments give opposite signs for the analyzing power in the 1ds/2 state. This 
situation may be improved by using the五niterange DWIA or the relativistic DWIA. 
Our previous results show that the individual contributions of七hecentralう spin-orbit
and ten60r parts in the effective N-N interactionもoもhecross sections and the analyzing 
powers strongly depend on the incident energies. It is important to investigate whether the 
contribu七ionsof each parもinthe effective nucleon-nucleon interaction inもhemore exact 
treatments are different from the ones in the present NR-DWIA based on the factorization 
assumption or not. We hope more experimental data will be available using a polarized 
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Fig.1. The calculated results and the experimental data5)，13)，18) of the cross section and 
the analyzing power for the 40Cα(j)， 2p )39 ]{ reaction. The solidぅdashedand doもted-
dashed curves in (a) rv (c) are results of the NR-DWIA calculations with the poー
もentialparameter set (A)， (Al) and (A2)， respectively. The solid， dashedぅdotted-
dashed and dotted curves in (d) and (e) are the results of the calculations with (B)ヲ
(Bl)， (B2) and (A)， respectively 
Fig.2. The calculated results wi吐1nonlocality or relativistic corrections and the experi-
mental data. The curves are results of the NR-DWIA calculations with the optical 
potential parameter set (A) in (a) rv (c) and wiもhthe parameter set (B) in (d) 
and (e)ぅrespectively.The solid curves show the results without corrections. The 
dashed and dotted-dashed curves show the calculations with nonlocality corrections 
included forもhethree scattered waves and for the bound state wave functionsうre-
spectively. The dotted curves show the results with relativistic corrections included 
for the three scattered waves. 
Fig.3. The calculated results with factorization correction and the experimental data. 
The curves are results of the NR-DWIA calculations wi七hthe opもicalpoもential
parameter set (A) in (a) rv (c) and with the parameter set (B) in (d) and (e)， 
respectively. The solid curves show the results without corrections. The dashed 
curves indicate the calculaもionswi th facもorizationcorrec七ions.The dotted curves 
show the results wiもhtotaJ corrections (nonlocality corrections included for the 
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Chapter 11 ‘ 
司
Spin Observables of Proton Knockout Reaction 








Forthe五rsttime the depolarization tensors as well as the cross sections and the analyz-
ing powers are calculated for the lds/2ぅld3/2ぅand231/2 hole states in the 40Cα(pぅ2p)39K 
reaction at E=200 MeV. The calculations are made in the distorted wave impulse approx-
圃竃
• 
imation using the Love-Franey effective nucleon-nucleon interac七ion.We take account of 





section and the analyzing power are in good agreement with the experimental data. We 
show that the depolarization tensors of the (p， 2p) reaction are directly related to the 
third rank polarization tensors of the free proton-proもonelastic scat七ering-
，ー
ヨー一一一一一----_胸一一一‘一・ 一
31 . Introduction 
The nucleon knockout reactions 1)"'4) such as the (pヲ2p)and (pぅpn)reactions in the 
intermediate proton energy have in the past provedもobe invaluable with regard七o七heir
ability to provide quiもedirect information on single par七icleproperties; single nucleon sep-
aration energies， wave functions， and spectroscopic factors. Also， the nucleon knockout 
reactions provide the important information about the nuclear medium effect and七he
off-shell effect on the nucleon-nucleon (N-N) interaction in nuclei. The distorted wave im-
pulse approximation(DWIA) calculations 5)，6) have been used successfully in the analysis 
of the cross sections and the analyzing powers of the (pぅ2p)reactions on 1 p and 28-1 d shell 
nuclei. The factorization approximation 7)"'11) is found to be valid even at energies as low 
as about 80 MeV. The values of the spectroscopic factor are consistent with the results of 
the (町e'p)and (d，3 H e) reactions. In recent years， interest 1雌 beenfocused on the spin 
observables of出enucleon knockout reactions both by the experimental measurements 
12)，-.;15) of analyzing powers by using a polarized proton beam and by great progress in the 





In the present paper， forthe五rsももimethe depolarization tensors as well as the cross 
sections andもheanalyzing powers are calculated for the 400α(p， 2P?9}.イreactionat E=200 
MeV. The calculations are made in the DWIA usingもheLove-Franey(LF) effective N-N 
iI七eraction18). We take account of the off-shell behavior ofもheeffective N-N interaction. 
????
田町
In 32， we give briefly the expressions for the transition matrix elements， the cross section， 
and the spin observables. The numerical results are compared with the experimental data 
in 3. The last section is devoted to a summary and conclusion of this paper 
• 
82 . Cross section and spin observables 
Fig.l shows the kinematics of the A(αぅαb)Creaction in the coplaner geometry where 
the momenta(kinetic energies) of the incident particle αalong the z axis and outgoing 
particles αand b in the x-z plane are 1iko(Eo)ぅ九ka(Ea)ぅ組 d1ikb(Eb)ぅrespectively.The 
e 
outgoing particles αand b are detected in coincidence at angles ()αand fh， respectivelyヲon
opposite sides of the incident particle. In this paper， the particles αand b mean protons. 
Three sets of orthogonal unit vectors P2ぅ白2，and 82 in the ini tial state and P jヲlf， and 8j 
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ぅ 8j=lljXPj (2) 皿
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The transition matrix element 6) for the A(α?αb)C reaction on the factorization as-
sumption in the DWIA is given by 
且， J 
E 



















with Cニ (tbTCVbNCTANA) and α= mc/(間 十mc).Hereぅthemass of the particle i ism2 
and the isospin (projection) quantum numbers of the particle bぅthecore nucleus Cぅand
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Fig.1. Kinematics of the (P，2p) reaction in the coplaner geometry. Here ko along the z 
axis is the incident particle wave number in the laboratory system; ka and kb in the x-z 
plane are the final momenta of two outgoing particles. The unit vectots I九九， and Si in 
the initial state and p" n" and s， in the final state are illustrated in the text. 
， 
官
target nucleus A( A = C + b) are tb (νb)， Tc(Nc)ぅandTA(NA)ぅrespectively.The fractional 
parentage coe伍cientfor the decomposition for A→C + b is0LJ(C， bA) and nA denotes 
the number of nucleons in the nucleus A. The relative wave function for b + C is争JLA(r)
wi th the total angular momer凶umJ and the orbital angular momentum (projection) 
L(A). The distorted wave functions x~~L (k山 αr)ぅ χ;;J;(kacj-)andxU;(kbc，r)are 
1 
generated by making use of the optical potentials. The relative coordinate vector and 
the required conjugate momentum in the c.m. system between particles i and j are r 
and nkiJ' respectively. The Tab operator is the true α-b transition one containing the 
medium effects. We use the freeα-b transition operator instead of Tab' Then the factor 
(kZ);σ;σ;|TdlkU;九州Ashows the a凶 symmetrizedα-bt-matrix element with the initial 










k~{) = (問ka-m日kb)/(ma+ mb) . (6) 
The Tab opera七oris expressed inもheform of a two-nucleon potential with the central， 
spin-orbit， and tensor parts， 
日 =L:(TtT + T1STL. S +イT5日b)PSpT 
S.T 
(7) 
Here， 5，αb and pS (PT) are the usual tensor operator and the projection operator of the 
spin S(isospin T) state， respectively. The radial parts of九bare taken to be sums of 
Yukawa forms with different ranges， 










tゎ(ω)= r~b (for the tensor part) ， 、?，?????，，? ?，? 、、 司区
with x = ω/ Rt. The interaction strength Vk~tT(E) are complex and depend on the 
nucleon incident energy E. The values of the range Ri and the strength Vk~tT (E) are given 











with Edt! = Eα-Eb and (γ) = (μα ヲ μ; ， μ~ ， MA'Mc)， an 
D内斤 Tr(Tσ~T↑σß)
uμ Tr(TT↑) (α，s=U，p，nぅs) う
、，?
??
っ ?ー ， ??? ?
?
where the Pauli spin operator of the particle i isσ;and σb = 1. As special casesぅthe
analyzing power Ay is Dno and the depolarization D is Dnn・Therotation parameters R， 
A，RfぅandA' are given by Dss， DpsぅDsp，and Dp， respectively. 
33 . DWIA calculation 
In this section we calculate the cross sections， the analyzing powers， and the depolar-
ization何回orsfor the 40Cα(p， 2p)39 J{ reaction atもheproton incident energies of 200 Me V. 
We study the proton knockout reaction from 1d5/2ぅ1d3/2，and 231/2 orbits in 400αin the 
coplaner geometry. The sets of the scattering angles (}a and (}b of two outgoing protons are 
(300ヲ40
0
) and (300 1 350) for 1d5/2 and 1d3/2 states and are chosen so as to satisfy condi-
tions where the momentum of the residual nucleus C is zero for 231/2 state. The abscissas 
in Fig.2-Fig.5 for the cross sections， analyzing powers， and the depolarization tensors are 
represented as a function of the difference Ed2J = Ea -Eb between the kinetic energies 
of the two outgoing protons for 1d5/2 and 1d3/2 states and they are plotted in Fig.6 as 
a function of (}pp (the p-p scattering angle in the center of mass) of the two pro七onsfor 
conditions where the recoil momerr七umis zero for 231/2 state. 
The radial wave functions of the bound state for a proton in the target nucleus 40Cα 
are solved by making use of potential p紅白neters21)for the Woods-Saxon shape so as to 
reproduce elastic scattering data and the binding energy of the particula.r single parもicle
state. The proton separation energies for the 1d5/2) 1d3/2， and 231/2 states in 40Cαare 
15.2， 8.5， and 11.6 MeV， respectively. The strengths V of the central potential a.re 52.8， 
53.1ぅand50.7 MeV for 1d5/2l 1d3/2， and 231/2 states， respectively. The parameters of 
the r adi us 'T，the diffusenessα， and the strength (spin-orbit part)に。are1.3 fm， 0.6 fm， 









? ? ? ? ?
??? ，
?optical potentials are needed over a wide range of proton bombarding energies because 
of the variation of the outgoing PI叫 onenergies in the五nalstate of七he(p， 2p) reaction. 
We adopももheoptical potentia.l parameters for 40Cαinstead of the ones for 39 J{ in the 
五nalsta.te. The parameters of the strength， the diffuseness and the radius of the optical 
9正副
司L
potential are constructed， respec七ively，atもheappropriate energies by the interpolation 
and吐1eextrapolation methods using七heparameters of Refs.22)ぅ23)and 24). In order 
to take account of the o:f-shell effect of the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction， the 
an tisymmetrizedα-bも-matrixelement is calculated by making use of the LF interaction 
with the initial wave number k~~; and the五凶 onek~{) in the initia.l en叫 yprescription 
目
事




Results with the initial and五nalenergy prescription differ by less than several percent 
for the cross section but the individual contributions to the cross sections and analyzing 
powers of the centralうspin-orbit，and tensor part in the LF interaction show somewhat 
different aspects which energy prescription we adopt because the individual parts of the 
LF interaction strongly depend on the p-p incident energy in the present energy region6)，9). 
The calculaもedresults of the the cross sections and the analyzing powers are in good 
agreement with the experimental data in (a) 's and (b)うsin Fig.2-Fig.6. Also the calcu-
lated results of individual contributions to the cross sections and the analyzing powers 
of the central， spin-orbit， and tensor parts in the LF interacもionare shown. There are 
substantial contributions from the spin-orbit and tensor parts to the cross section， but 
the contribution from the central part is quite small. The explanation for the small con 
tribution of the central part to the cross secもionis that the c.m. scattering angles of the 
p-p system in the (pぅ2p)reaction treated here are about 700 - 900 and if we neglecもthe
off-shell effect of the p-p t-matrix elements， the individual cross sections of the 
p-p elastic scattering at七herange of scatもeringangles 700 - 900 in Fig. 7( a) contribute 
approximately the (pぅ2p)cross section. Concerning their individual contributions to the 
analyzing power， alpa.rts of the LF i1七era.ctionare signi五cant.But the contribuもionsof 
the central part of the LF interaction have only a small amount of the analyzing powers 
because七hecross sec七ionscontaining onlyもhecentral term of the LF interaction are very 
small. The behaviors of the contribution of the central part ofもheLF interaction to the 
analyzing power in Fig.3(b) and Fig.4(b) are different from the ones of the spin-orbit and 
tensor parts. These are explained by the fact七hatthe curve ofもhecontribution of the 
central part of the LF interaction to the initial spin correlation parameter Ann near 900 
in the c.m. system for the p-p elastic scat七eringin Fig. 7(b) 1S different from the ones of 
the spin-orbit and tensor parもs.
The spectroscopic factors extracted from normalization of the DWIA calculations to 
the experimental cross section data in Figs.2( a)， 3(a)ぅ4(a)う5(a)and 6(a) are presented 
in Table 1ヲtogetherwith the values extracted from the (e， e'p) and (dヲ3H e) and other 
(pぅ2p)reactions. With the use of the optical-model parametぽ sof the present paper， we 
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Edif (MeV 
Fig.2. (a) The calculated results and the experimental data of the cross section at 
the angle pair (()aニ 300，()b = 400) for the 1d5/2 state for the 40Cα(p， 2p)39 K reaρtion 
at E=200 MeV. The experimental data [13] are pr田entedas a function of the difference 
Edif between the kinetic energies of the two outgoing protons. The calculations with 
central( dotted -dashed line)， spin -orbit( dotted line) ， tensor( dashed lir吋， and total(solid 


























Fig.2. (b) The calculated results and the experimental data of the analyzing power. 
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Fig.2. (c) The calculated results of the polarization Don = P and the depolarization 
Dnn. 
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Fig.2. (d) The calculated results of the depolarization tensors D州 DPS1D恥 andDpp. 
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Fig.3. (c) Same as Fig.2(c)， except for the ld3/2 state. 
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Fig.5. (a) Same as Fig.2(a)， except for the ld3/2 state at the angle pair (Ba = 



















































Fig.5. (b) Same as Fig.2(b)， except for the ld3/2 state at the angle pair (8α = 
300，8b = 350). 







































































Fig.5. (d) Same as Fig.2( d)， except for the ld3/2 state at the angle pair (Bα 二
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Fig.6. (a) The calculated results and the experimental data of the cross section for 
the 281/2 state for the 40Cα(p， 2p)39 K reaction at E=200 MeV. The experimental data 
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ex七ractedld3/2 spectroscopic facもoris close to the expected closed-shell value of 4. The 
values for 40Cα(p， 2p)39 f{ are also in fair agreement with the values ob凶inedfrom our 
previous work and other reactions as indicated in Table 1. 
We show the calculated results of the 9 depolarizations Di) (i，jニ n，s，p). The 
depolarization parameter Dnn and the polarization Don = P are shown in (c) in Fig.2 
Fig.6. The depolarization tensors D s， Dps， D spぅandDpp are shown in (d) in Fig.2-Fig.6 
The 0七herquantities Dsn， Dpn， DnsぅandD叩 arenot shown because they are very small. 
The third ra出 polarizationtensors P;:βfor the free p-p scattering in the c.m. system 
at appendix are shown in Fig.7(c)-Fig.7(e). We can easily obtain the third rank tensor 
P~k) (i， k，jニ η，s， p)in the lab. system from the P;:βin the c.m. sy批 m20).The struck 
proton in the nucleus， ingeneral， has an effective polarization. We can explain this 
effective polarization qualitatively as follows4)，2S). Consider the case of a coplanar quasi-
free (p， 2p) process in 40Cαwhere the struck proton in the target nucleus before collision 
moves on the reaction plane with the definite angular momentum perpendicular to the 
reaction plane. In the case of the asymmetric scattering of ()a手()b，the length of the total 
path of the scattered七woprotons in the target nucleus varies depending on the point 
whereもhereaction happens. The point of the shorter length of the total pa七hconもributes
considerably more to the quasi四freecross section than the one of吐lelonger length because 
of the absorption effects. Tha七is，the produdion probabili七yof the reaction does no七have
a constant value on the (p， 2p) reaction plane but becomes large inもheparticular area on 
the reaction plane. This fact results that the struck proton in the nucleus， ingeneral， has 
an effective polarization due to the central parts of the complex optical potentials and 
the spin-orbit coupling in the target nucleus. The effective polarization is normal to the 
scattering plane，七hatis， the direction of ni，j. The depolariza tion tensors Dり mayrelate 
directly with the Pm) as follows; 
Dnn Dss Dps Dsp Dpp 









Table 1. Spectroscopic factors. 
40cα 
present work 
(eぅe'p)日 (d，3He)b (pぅ2p)C (pヲ2p)d
300 - 350 300 - 400 
1ds/2 4.19 4.08 4.62 4.96 4.40 4.20 
1d3/2 3.45 3.94 3.08 3.70 3.37 
2s1/2 1.42 1.62 1.00 
a) S . FrullaniぅandJ.Mougey， inAdvαηces in Nucleαr Physω， edited by J.W.Negele 
and E.Vogt (Plenum， New York， 1984)うVo1.14ぅp.1.
b) P.DollうG.J.Wagner，K.T.Knop自eぅandG.Mairle， Nucl. Phys. A263， 210 (1976). 
c) Ref.6) 200MeVう300 - 300 





















































(dotted lir吋，tensor (dashed line)， and total (solid li吋 contributionin the LF interaction 
The calculated cross sections with central(dotted-dashed line)， spin~orbit Fig.7. 
1I are given， respectively. The calculated values using the LFinteraction for the JrP elastic 
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Fig.7. (c) Same as Fig.7(a)， except for the third rank p-Olarization tensors P;:ぺfずK?
pfp，Pfk and pfp ， 
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Fig.7. (e) Same as Fig.7(a)， except for the third ra此 polarizationtensors p;K， p;P， 







The small depolarization tensors D1J for the (pぅ2p)reaction originate from the PmJ = 0 
for the elementary process of the free p-p scattering. Similar discussions can be made 
about the relations between DOJ (j =η， S， p)in the (pぅ2p)reaction and五nalspin correla-
tion parameters CnJ in the p-p elastic scatteri時ぅ andbetween D Jo and the (initial) spin 
correlation parameters AnJ 20). The measurements of the depolarization tensors may be 








34 . Summary and conclusion 
Forもhe五rsttime the depolarization tensors as well as the cross sections and the 
analyzing powers are calculated for the lds/2ぅld3/2，and 231/2 states for the 40Cα(pぅ2p)39J{ 
reaction at Eニ200MeV. The calculations are made in the DWIA usingもheLove-Franey 
effective N-N interaction. We七akeaccount of the off-shell behavior ofもheeffective N-N 
interaction. Our calculations agree well with the experimental cross section and analyzing 
power data. There are substantial contributions from the spin-orbit and tensor parts in 
the effective N-N interaction to the cross sec七ion，but the contribution from the central 
part is very small. We pointed out that the depolarization tensors of the (pぅ2p)reaction 
had the close relations with the third rank tensors of the p-p scattering. The measurements 
of the depolarization tensors may provide the useful information about the medium effect 
on the third rank七ensorsof七hep-p elastic scattering. 
In the present analysesうwecalculated the cross sections and the spin observables for 
the pu1'e lds/2ぅld3/2and '231/2 statesぅsepa1'ately.If the smal1 components of the 231/2 
sもatea1'e mixed in the experimental data forもhelds/2 and ld3/2 states， it is thought that 
七hecontributions 26) of the 231/2 state toもhec1'oss sections of the lds/2 and ld3/2 staもes
are largeうespeciallyin the small recoil momenta， but the contributions ofもhe231/2 state 
to the spin observables may be small. 
The DWIA calculations were performed with the computer code which employs a 
direct 3-dimensional numerical integration including the effects of spin-orbit distortion 






In this appendix we show the expressions for the third rank polarization tensors. The 
spin-scattering matrix M20) for the七wo-nucleonsystem is 
M=α+ c(σ~ + <7~) 十 mσ:d+g(斗σ~+σ上σk)+ h(σLσ2-σLσ;，:)・ (13)
It depends on the incoming and outgoing momenもaPl and p! in the c.m. system， and on 
the Pauli spin operatorsσ1 and σ2 for the two particles. Here， the unit vectors are 
p= Pl + p! 
Pi + P! う n=
Pl x P! 




which form a rectilinear Cartesian coordinate system. The third rank polarization tensors 
pfβwith 27 components are given by 
町 β 二 jTT川 σ;MM;)ぅ (15) 
with (αぅs=Pヲn，K)， and 
ん=jTT(MM) 、? ?? ? ? ? ，， ，，
???????、
The tensor P: β has only 13 ∞ nva剖叩n凶m1廿i臼s出t
terms of the c∞oef伍五CdieIn凶1式ts0ぱfthe M matrix. 
' 
• 
Table 11. Expressions for the third rank polarization tensors in terms of the coe日cients
of the M matrix. 
IoPJn 一 2Re [c(α+ m)*] 
んPpP = 4Re [cg*] 
んPf ニ -21m[α(g + h)* + m (g -h)つ
10PpK 二一21m[(g + h)m本 +(g -h)♂] 
んpp/ = 4Re [cg*] 
んPF九二 2Re [(α-m)cつ
んp!? = -21m [(ma* + 2gh*)] 
1oP!P = 4Re [ch*] 
んPfk=-2Im[α(g-h)*+(g+h)mつ
んPFη = ~21m [αm* + 2gh*] 
んp!fn = 2Re [(α-m)cつ
んPfp=2Iml(g十h)α*+ m(g -h)つ
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Chapter 111 
A Study of Deeply Bound Pionic Atom with (p，2p) Reaction 
Abstract 
The production of the deeply bound pionic atom through the nucleon knockout re-
action is studied theoretically. The cross sections for the pro七onknockou t reaction from 
208 Pb are calculated by the distorted wave impulse approximation at the incident pro-
ton energy 400MeV. The elementary process of pion守 productionis evaluated by a direct 
comparison with the nucleon-nucleon reaction. The resulting cross sections are found to 
depend on their kinematical conditions signi五cantly. The possibility of measuring the 
deeply bound state in the experiment of this reaction is also discussed. 
4 
、
81 . Introduction 
The study of the pionic atorn provides us valuable inforrnation onもhelow energy 
pion-nucleon interaction. Frorn the precise rneasurernents of energy levels and widths， we 
can derive rnany irnportant quantities， e.g. the scatもeringlengthうthescattering volurne， 
etc. The long-range part of the pion-nucleus interaction has been also explored by these 
observation. 
The deeply bound pionic atorns with heavy nuclei are especially desirable because 
of the srnall radii of their atornic orbits so as to look into the short-range part of the 
pion-nucleus interacもion.It is a hard task， however， toobserve the deeply bound states 
by rneans of七heusual experirnental techniques rneasuring the cascade X-rays ernitted 
via the transition of pion arnong the atornic levels_1)""3) The pion absorption is so strong 
that七helow-lying levels of the pionic atorn with heavy nuclei have broad widthsぅand
the cascade sequence of the electro-rnagnetic transitions end before arriving at the deeply 
bound states. 
Recently， several atternptsρ'-'10) which are based on the cornpletely different同chnique
compared with the conventional ones， have been rnade to observe the deeply bound states 
of pion: The nuclear reactions， such as the nudeon st.ripping and knockout reactions， are 
ernployed to produce a pion directly in the nucleus. The production cross sections of the 
deeply bound state through these reactions， especially the (η，d) and (d， 3 H e) reactions， 
have been studied theoretically by Toki eもa1，6，7)They have noted on七herepulsive nature 
of the S-wave pion-nucleon inもeractionwhich pushesもhepion out of the strong absorp七ion
Eegion-They?therefore?expect thabt11e level widths of the deeply bound states might 
becorne narrow enoughもobe observed as clear signals in the spectrum of ejectile. 
Until nowぅhowever，the result is contrary to the七heoreもicalexpecもationswith respect 
七othe observation of deeply bound pionic atoms. Because of several di伍cultiesi且もhe
experirnent with neutron beam， no signal has been ide凶i五edas the production of the 
deeply bound states in the (n， d)reaction川 Hence，we must look for alternative way 
which are free from these experimental difficulties， soas to observe the deeply bound 
pionic atoms clearly. 
• 
ln this paperぅwepresent a theoretical analysis of the deeply bound pionic atom by 
considering the (pぅ2p)閃 action.Our study is timely since the experiments ofもhisreaction 
are now in progress at Research Center for N uclear PhysicsぅO
and i比も is iImIn1pOωrも句an凶lttωoshow whether we ca叩n五nda叩nysignals of 七仕hedeeply bound p戸iOIn凶l吋iC
atom. In this reaction， several advantages are expected compared with other reactions 
considered til now: (1) The optimum choice of kinematical conditions to produce the 
P戸ihOn飢 atomsthrough the (pぅ2p)reaction can be easily realized by choosing the scattering 
angles， energies and momenta of the outgoing protonsうhencethis reaction may be favor-
able to the experiments observing the production of the deeply bound pionic atom. (2) 
The statistical errors due to the normalization and clari五cationof incident beam will be 
reduced by using the high intensity and high resolution pro七onbeam. (3) This reaction 
makes the discussions simple because we do not needもoconcern出ecomplex nucleus in 
the reactions， e.g. the (n， d)or (d，3H e) reactions. 
Our theoretical study 1S based on the distorted wave impulse approximation (DWIA)， 
which has been successfully applied to our previous study of the (p， 2p) reaction below七he
pion productionもhreshold.ll)rv15)We evaluate仕leproduction cross section of the pionic 
atom by applying our method with slight modi五cations.Because the (p， 2p) reaction can 
be treated as the dired process around the pion production threshold， we can determine 
the kinematics of the pion produced through this reaction by considering the Q-value， and 
protons' momenta and energies. Figure 1 shows the schemaもicdiagram of this reaction. 
This paper is organized as follows; In 32， we will explain the DWIA formalism for 
the pion produc七ionthrough the (p， 2p) reaction. The factorization approximation of the 
reaction mechanism， which has been jus七i五edin our previous studies， is also adopted. The 
description of the elementary process，もhenucleon-.nucleon (NN) scattering accompanied 
by the pion production， isgiven in 3. To make our calculation manageable， we introduce 
several assumptions wi出 respectto the pion production process. In 84， we give the nu-
merical results and discussions for the 208 P b(p， 2p)207 Pん-reaction at the incident proton 
energy 400MeV. We conclude our study in 35. 
， 
• 







Fig. 1. The schematic diagram of the p + A(N， Z)→ p+p+C(N-l，Z)@π-reaction. 
a 
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32 . DWIA formalism 
In this sectionぅweexplain the DWIA formalism used for七heanalysis of the nucleon 
knockout reaction with the production ofもhepionic atom. We consider this production 
process as a direct process，もhatisう thepion is producedもhroughthe elementary NN 
scattering and the residual part of the target nucleus behaves as a spectator. This treat-
ment reproducesもhenucleon knockout experiments in medium energy region fairly wellY) 
Figure 2 shows the kinematical condition of this reaction in coplanar geometry. 
In analogy with the nucleon knockout reaction， the DWIA transition matrix element 
for the A(α，αb')R (A =αo C and R =π-0 C) reaction is wriもtenas 
Tft = (χi-)χi7)争R T7rab X~+) 争A) ， 、、 ，???????、
where T;rab describes the NN scattering wiもhthe pion production; α+b→ α+ b'+ 1了一う
争A(φR) is the wave function of the target nucleus A (the residual nucleus R)， X~+) う X~-)
and xk)ヲarethe distorted wave functions of the incoming (α) and outgoing (αand b') 
parti cles， respecti vely. In七hefollowing calculations， we use the non-relativistic kinematics 
for the particles concerning this reaction. 
Integrating over the internal coordinate of core nucleus C， the matrix element Tft is 
written as 
Tfg=nZψ( t7rX町 内NcTRNR)(tbTC，ωVc TANA) 
× 2二 。Lπ(Cπ R)fhJ( Cb A)(L7rJc， A7rMc JRMR) 
L介JLAJcMc
X (Lsb， Aμb JM)(JJC1MMc JAMA)TLrr，JLA('ω;f;μ白内)ぅ (2) 
where ηA is the number of nucleons in the target nucleus A， and (hr ( C叶R)(()LJ(Cb A)) 
is the fractional parentage coe伍cientsfor the reaction R→ C+π (A→ C + b).Tc (Nc)， 
TA (NA)， TR (NR)， tb(内)and 九(叫)are the isospin (and its projection) of the core C， 
the target A， the residual Rうtheparticle b and the pion， respectively. The spin (and its 
projection) of the particles α， b and the target nucleus A in the initial state are denoted 
by sα(ん)， Sb (μb) and J A (MA)， and those for the particles α， b' and residual nucleus R 
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Fig. 2. The kinematics of the A(α，αb')C 0π-reaction. All momenta (ko， kα， kb/， kR) 




the total spin (projection) of the core nucleus C. The bound state of b + C is speci五edby 
total spin J， the angler momentum L and its projection A. L1r (and its projection A1r) is 
the angular momentum of the bound state π+C. TL"，JLA(μ;μレ;!九州)takes the form of 
the nine dimensional integral (with sum ofん?凡 andVb') as 
TL"，JLA(μ;μレ;μ品川 = L: dTacdTbCdTπC 
ALA;， Aα 
×x;;LL(haCぅhc)xI，)ル(kbCヲTbC)九 A7r(TrC)
x(凡ALITmblAaN)xi:L(k山 TaA)ゆLA(TbC) ， (3) 
where T cxs and kcxs are the relative coordinate and its conjugate momentum between the 
particlesαand s in the total center of mass system (c.m.s.). For simplicity， we suppress 
the index of the isospin in (凡ALIT仙|んμ川ぅ whichdescribes the processαb→刊b'.The 
disto巾 dwavexZα(k川・O!s)describes伽 incomingoroI叩 ingparticleαThe boun 
s叫ta抗te白sof the b + C and the π十 Csy批 msare denoted byゆLA(TbC) andゆL山 γ(1・1rC)
To make the nine-dimensional integral more manageable， we assume the elementary 
process to be point like. This is achieved by replacing (必似，T 1rabんμ川appeari時 in
Eq.(3)， with (k~b'; 凡ALITfab|kh; んμり 8(T a b) 8(T刊 - TbC)・Thepoint like process of pion 
production denoted by T~α b is evaluated at the relative momenta k~b and k~b" which are 
the asymptotic ones between αand b in the initial and五nalstates， respectively. This is 
equivalent to the asymptotic momentum approximation， which has been justi五edin our 
previous study of the nucleon knockout reactionYl，) Although the pion production is not 
point likeうthemain ingredients of this reaction are taken into account in our formalism 
fairly well. 
With the help of these approximations me凶 onedabove， TL付 JLA(μ;μレ;μaμb)can be 
reduced to the three-dimensional integral: 
Tt，JLA (μ;μレ;μaμb) 2二 dTxi;ふ(kacヲT)χ包)μif(kbc，T)ゆL山 (T)
ALA;，βα 
×(kfbf;AML|ナjablh;AaN)xi:L(haA，M)ゆLA(T) ぅ (4) 
where αニ mC/mAis the mass ratio of the target A (mA) and the core C (mc) 
• 
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(2sα+ 1)(2JA + 1)
Fkin 
(2sα+ 1)(2JA + 1)(2Jc + 1)
XSLπμ乞|乞 (LπJcぅA7rMcJRMR)(Lsb， Aμb JM) 
(γ)μoMc 
x(JJcぅMMc JAMA)Tt，JLA(μ;μレ;μι内)2 う (5) 
where Fkin is the kinematical fador for which we use the non-relativistic kinematicsう
Edif Eα -Ebl isthe energy differe恥 ebetween the outgoing particles α(Eα) and b' 
(E山 andS L1r ，LJ = (t7rTCぅ叫NcTRNR)(tbTc，ωVC TANA)(h1r (CπR)(hJ( Cb A) 2 is the 
spedroscopic factor. The summation (γ) of the transition matrix Tfz is taken over the 
spin componentsん?μ;?ゅう MAand MR. 
F一一.
、ー一 均一一 一一
~ 3 . Elementary process; NN→1fNN 
In this section， we consider the elementary process， that is，もhepion production 
through the NN scattering， and explain how to incorporate this process into our for-
malism. Our analysis is based onもheimpulse approximation， hence we need a speci五c
model of interaction which reproduces the NN scattering accompanied by the pion pro-
duction in free space. We should note that the momentum of the outgoing protons can be 
largely different from that of七heincoming proton. Thereforeうthemodel of the production 
process should be also effective forもheprocesses far from七heiron-shell condition. 
Unfortunately， because the microscopic study of 7rNN reaction is insu伍cientう there
is no suitable model of this reaction for our preliminary study. Therefore， we evaluate 
the elementary process in the knockout reaction by comparing it directly with the NN 









where the differential cross sections (dσ/ dn)A(叩 b')C@7r-and (dσ/ dn)A(白川)Cindicate the 
knockout process with and withouもtheproduction， respectively. The cross section ofもhe
elementary pion production is denoted by σαb→7r-ab'， and σr is the reaction cross section 
of the NN scattering. These CIOSS secもIonsare evaluated atもheenergy of their c.m.s. This 
treatment provides us an information about the magnitude of the resulting cross sections 
su伍ciently.In the sense that the pion is produced by the NN scattering， it is also effective 
to the the angular distribution. 
The descriptions of the NN interaction are frequently studied and well established over 
the wide range of energies and momentum transfer.18)， . m) They provide fairly accurate 
description on七heNN scattering especially in free space and are considered to be effective 
for the off-shell kinematics. In this paper， we use the Love-Franey type NN interaction，19) 
which is suitable for energies from 50MeV to lGeV. 
Figure 3 shows the cross section ofthe pion production process taken from Ref.16) and 
the reaction cross section of the NN scattering from Ref.1 7)， respecti vely. As is shown 
in Fig.3ヲthecross section of the processηp→ π-PPヲisstil1 quite small at the energy 
we concern (400Me V). In this paperぅwemake use of the following estimation from Fig.3: 












































and elastic ones for the NN scattering. T is the kinetic energy of the incident proton in 
the laboratory system. The solid line shows p + n→π一+P + P cross section 16) multiplied 
by 10. The short-dashed and long-dashed lines show the cross sections of the pn and pp 
scattering，17) r田pectively.
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34 . N umerical results and discussions 
In this section， we give the numerical results for the 208 Pb(pぅ2p)207 Pb7r一reactionat 
the incident proton energy 400Me V. In our calculationぅ thebound pion in五nalstate 
is assumed to be in the 13 atomic orbit. The potentials of Ref.22) and 23) are used 
for the bound state wave function of the nucleon knocked out and that for the pion 
produced， respectively. The distorted waves of the incoming and outgoing protons are 
calculated by using the potentials of Refs.24) ;v 28). Figures 4 show the cross sections of 
the 208 Pb(p， 2p)207 Pb7r一 reactioncalculated by Eq.(5) with one of the optimum setもings
of energies and scattering angles.日lefocus on the bound states of neutron in 208 Pb with 
small binding energies， which are expectedもohave large contributions for the cross sec七ion-
The binding energies and the spectroscopic factors， which are taken from the studies of 
the single particle structure and neutron densities of 208 P b， 22)are lisもedin Table 1. We 
also give the maximum value of the cross secもionsfor each neutron state on the proper 
kinematical condition in the same table. 
As clearly shown in Figs.4， the production cross sections are sensitive to the kinemat-
ical condition. Because the numerical calculations on various condi七ionsthroughout are 
extremely time consuming， we have selected several optimum settings which are suitable 
for the production of pionic atoms. 
Now， we discuss the details of our analysis. At五rstsight， the cross sections for 
もheinitial主neutronin the 1h9/2 and 1i13/2 s七ateswill have large values because they 
are considered to be五lledwith more neutrons than other states in 208 Pb. And also 
becauseもhewave functions of these states have large overlap with the deeply bound pion 
around the nuclear surface: We have assumed that the pion is produced at the center 
of in牝ractingnucleons through the NN scattering， hence， the transition matrix element 
TL，JLA(μ;μレ;μ品川 inEq. ( 4)will have the maximum value w here the overlap of the wave 
functions between neutron and pion is maximum because of the shor七rangena七ureof 
the NN interaction. Figure 5 shows the bound sもatewave functions of the pionic 18 state 
(仇山(T7rC)) and of the ne山 onin the 3s1/2， 1h9/2 and 1 i13/2 states (ゆLバTbC)). Howeverぅ
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4. The numerical r白 ultsfor the 208 Pb(p， 2p)207 Pb7r- reaction at 400MeV: (a) the 
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Fig. 
differential cross sections of the neutrons' 381/2， 3P3/2 and 3Pl/2 states; (b) those of 1h9/2， 
The kinematical conditions are chosen as Edifニ oand lh/2， li13/2 and 115/2 states. 
。a二 Bb.
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Table 1 Single particle levels of neutrons in 208 Pb and the maximum value of the cross 
section for each level. The binding energies and the spectroscopic factors (simple 























1h9/2 10 10.85 0.61 450ヲ20
0
う OMeV
2h/2 8 9.27 1.76 400，250， OMeV 
1i13/2 14 9.01 0.57 450?200う OMeV
3P3/2 4 8.27 4.63 35
0，300， OMeV 
2!5/2 6 7.95 1.53 400，250， OMeV 
3p1/2 2 7.38 2.63 350う300う OMeV
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Fig. 5. The normalized wave functions of the bound neutron and the pionic 18 state 
in Pb. The short~dashed ， long~dashed and solid lines show 381/2， 1h9/2 and 1i13/2 of the 
bound neutron， r四 pectively.The dotted~d出hedline denotes the bound pion in the pionic 
18 state. 
守
To explain the inconsistency mentioned above， we must look further into the details 
of our analysis. Let us consider the plane wave approach by replacing the distorted waves 
χ民(kaO川氏)ゅ(k川・)and XピL(h山 αT)withもheplane wav民 whichmakes the 
mechanism of pion-production simple but does not lose the generality of our discussions 
and the results are applicable also in the case of the distorted wave. We consider the next 
integral 
。=I drr2jL(kr)ゆL戸 o(r)仇(r) ぅ (7) 
which we obtain from Eq.(4) by replacing the distorted waves by plane ones and inte-
grating over the angular coordinate， whereゆL戸 o(r)and仇(r)are the radial part of 
the pion wave function and that of the neutronう respectively. The momentum k 
αkaA -kaO -kbo appearing in the spherical Bessel function jL( kr) is closely rela七ed
with the recoil momentum of the pion in the五nalstate. Figure 6 shows the overlap 
among the bound state wave functionsゅん=o(ァ)， ゆL(r)，and jL(kr) with regard to the 
331/2 and 1i13j2 states. 
It is clear from Fig.6， jL( kr) spreads out widely forもhelarge L， which is equal toもhe
angler momentum quantum number of the bound neutron， and has a small overlap with 
the wave functions of the neutron and pion. This is the rea.son why the cross section for 
the 1i13/2 state is small. The same is true forもhe1 h9/2 state and七heother ones. From 
this point of view， one may say that the angula.r momentum matching between the bound 
neuもTona.nd the produced pion plays an important role in the resulting cross section. We 
emphasize again that the momentum k appearing in jL(kr) closely related with吐lerecoil 
momentum of the pion， which is五xedby the scaもteringconditions. The resulting cross 
section is sensitive to the kinematical conditions， such as the momenta of incoming and 
outgoing proもons，scattered angles of outgoing protons or七heQ-value of the reacもion-
While there may be more desirable condition， which is not included here， the order of 
the cross sections listed in Ta ble 1旬、eless than 10-2μb. If we are concerning the spectrum 
of the reaction with fixed kinematicsうwemust distinguish between the detected protons 
from the production process and those from other reactions. Because of the large Q-value 
of this reaction， itis fairly expectedもhatthere is no considerable reactions just below 
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The normalized wave functions of the bound neutron and the atomic pion， 6. Fig. 
The and the spherical Bessel function }L(kr) for the neutrons' 381/2 and li13/2 states. 
solid and dotted-dashed lines show the bound state wave functions of neutron and pion， 
The dashed line shows the spherical Bessel function and the momenta k's r田 pectively.
， 
are indicated on the right side (in fm-l). 
一一 一 一一一一一一一一 r‘ー
iri final state is determined by the accuracy of the experiments. As we noted in 31ぅthe
use of protons as a projectile reduces the systematic errors of the experiments， howeverぅ
the calculated results are stil small compared with the experimental background of usual 
(p， 2p) reactionヲwhichis available so far 
Note that we have focused on the pionic 18 state while the pionic 2p s七atewill be more 
favorable for our discussion because of i tslarge overlap wi th nuclear states. However， the 
production cross section of the deeply bound pionic atoms does not change signi五cantly
and estimated to be stil smal even if we use the 2p wave function for our calculations. 
Although we should consider this state for the observation of the deeply bound pionic 
atoms in the experiments， this is beyond our preliminary analysis (and is also a time-





We have studied the production of the d白ee句pl匂ybound pion山 atomthrough the (pぅ2p)
reaction. The cross section forもhe208 Pb(pぅ2p)207 P丸一 iscalculated forもheincident pro 
ton energy 400MeV. The produced pion is assumed to be in the pionic 13 state. We 
have used the factorization approximation in the DWIA formalism of this reaction. The 
calculated results showもhatthe cross sectioll is sensitive七othe kinematical conditionsヲ
e.g. the scattering angles， Q-values of the reactions and the energies of outgoing protons. 
Furthermore， we have shown that the angular momentum matching between the bound 
neutron and the bound pion causes a signi五canteffect on the magnitude of cross sections. 
U sing the plane wave approachうwehave shownもhatthese results mentioned above can 
be simply explained by the overlap ofもhewave functions. This point is in accordance 
with Ref.6) and 7) with respecもtothe dependence of the cross section on the kinematical 
conditions. 
Although the experiments of the (p， 2p) reaction is considered to have several advan 
tages， our results are discouraging with respectもothe observation of the deeply bound 
pionic atoms， asfar as we are concerningもothe pionic 13 state. The signals of the pro-
duction process in七hespecもrumwi1l be buried inもhebackgroundうatleast in this energy 
region. This is mainly due to the small cross section of the elementary pion production 
process (i.e. roughly 2.5% of that of the NN scattering， around 400MeV). As we saw 
in Fig.3， the cross section of the elementary pion production process rapidly increases 
wi th the energy of七heincident pro七on. Above 700MeV， itreaches over 50もimesthat 
at 400MeV. Thereforeぅ ifwe are concerningもhehigher energy， we can expect to五nda 
signi五cantsignature of the deeply bound pionic atoms. 
We should noteもhatwe have used the reaction cross section ofもheNN sca七ering(σr) 
for the direct comparison with that of the pion production in Eq.(6). The reason for 
this treatment is that the elementary NN processes appeared in the A(α?αb')C reaction 
is calculated on the off-shell condition. So we consider the reaction cross section must 
be used to evaluaもethe right-hand side of Eq.(6). It isぅhowever，open to question that 
the Love-Franey type NN interaction used in our numerical calculation can be applied to 
， 
the NN scattering with the pion production， because this interaction is constructed to 
reproduce the elastic NN scattering. 
The signals of the production of the deeply bound pionic atoms may be also signi五cant
correlation parameterうetc.うfor the spin observablesぅ suchas the analyzing power， spin 
However， it is beyond our treatment while we have focused on the cross sections here. 
of the reactionぅinwhich we have made rough estimation for the elementary process to 










is necessary for such estimation. 
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